Deer Lakes Park Blazed Trails
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Each side of a Grid square is approximately 1060 feet long.

Scale - 1:16,800
1 inch = 1,400 feet

Note:
- An equestrian group has marked trails for their rides with green spray painted circles. Their routes use many trails spread throughout the park. These blazes are not shown on the map.
- The green hiking trails (in the northern half of the park) are blazed with dotted green rectangles. If you see a solid green circle on a trail, it is NOT marking a green hiking trail.

Blaze Symbols for Deer Lakes Trail Map
- Blue Loop:
- Blue Loop Access:
- Blazed trails are marked with solid rectangular blazes and dotted blazes. Dotted blazes are usually used to mark access trails and connector trails.
- To clarify the marks, a blaze symbol points to its corresponding blazed trail. A solid line represents a trail with solid blazes. A line overlaid by dashes represents a dotted blaze.